Neuronal correlates of familiarity-driven decisions in artificial grammar learning.
It has been proposed on the basis of behavioural data that grammaticality judgments in implicit artificial grammar learning paradigms are largely driven by priming based on fragment familiarity. A prediction that follows from this account is that neural deactivation, a common correlate of repetition priming, should be observed for grammatical compared to ungrammatical stimuli. We conducted an event-related fMRI study to investigate neuronal correlates of such fragment-based priming. In a study phase, participants performed a short-term memory task on a series of strings of pseudofont characters. Scanning was performed in a subsequent test phase in which participants classified new strings as either grammatical or ungrammatical. Test strings differed systematically from training strings in terms of exemplar and fragment similarity. Behaviourally, participants classified strings as grammatical based on fragment familiarity. Differential activity was evident during string classification as reduced activity in left lateral occipital complex and bilateral lingual gyri for strings with high fragment familiarity compared to strings with low fragment familiarity. Thus, consistent with the hypothesis, neuronal facilitation in extrastriate occipital regions may constitute one basis of implicit grammaticality decisions based on fragment priming.